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Sector T1 Vx T2 Vy 
1 TZ V6 TY V2 
2 TY V4 -TX V5 
3 -TZ V4 TX V6 
4 -TX V3 TZ V1 
5 TX V2 -TY V3 
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Sector T1 Vx T2 Vy TZERO VZERO 
1 TZ V6 TY V2 T-(T1+T2) V0 
2 TY V5 -TX V4 T-(T1+T2) V0 
3 -TZ V4 TX V6 T-(T1+T2) V7 
4 -TX V3 TZ V1 T-(T1+T2) V0 
5 TX V2 -TY V3 T-(T1+T2) V7 
6 -TY V1 -TZ V5 T-(T1+T2) V7 
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Voltage Vector Phase AB Voltage 
V0 0=phV  
V1 0=phV  
V2 DCph VV −=  
V3 DCph VV −=  
V4 DCph VV =  
V5 DCph VV =  
V6 0=phV  
V7 0=phV  
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Phase AB Voltage, Line A Current Heidenhain 




















































Phase AB Voltage, Line A Current Heidenhain 
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Simulated Original FCIV Estimate
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Peak Reference Current (A) 
Speed (rpm) 
DC Link Current (A) 
DC Link Voltage (V) 
DC Link Input Power (W) 
Phase 1 RMS Voltage (V) 
Phase 1 RMS Current (A) 
Phase 1 Power (W) 
Phase 2 RMS Voltage (V) 
Phase 2 RMS Current (A) 
Phase 2 Power (W) 
Phase 3 RMS Voltage (V) 
Phase 3 RMS Current (A) 
Phase 3 Power (W) 




Inverter Power Losses (W) 
Inverter Efficiency  
(Total 3 Phase Power / DC Link Input Power) 
Torque Meter Bias (Nm) 
Torque Meter Reading (Nm) 
Total Torque (Nm) 
Rotational Power (W) 
Torque-Current Ratio (kt) 
Motor Power Losses (W) 
Motor Efficiency 
(Rotational Power / Total 3 Phase Power) 
Overall Drive Power Losses (W) 
Overall Drive Efficiency 
(Rotational Power / DC Link Input Power) 
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